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Murray River Trip
1916 kms from Cobram (Vic.) to the Mouth
Why did we do this?
Well, it is a bit like climbing Mount Everest – because it is there.
We have made many east coast river trips and we decided to travel the navigable length of our
major inland river.
History
The first Europeans to encounter the river were Hamilton Hume and William Hovell, who crossed the
river where Albury now stands in 1824: Hume named it the Hume River after his father. In
1830 Captain Charles Sturt reached the river after travelling down its tributary the Murrumbidgee
River and named it the Murray River in honour of the then British Secretary of State for War and the
Colonies, Sir George Murray, not realising it was the same river that Hume and Hovell had
encountered further upstream.
The River
The Murray River (or River Murray) is Australia's longest river, at 2,508 kilometres (1,558 mi) in
length. The Murray rises in the Australian Alps, draining the western side of Australia's highest
mountains, and then meanders across Australia's inland plains, forming the border between
the states of New South Wales and Victoria as it flows to the northwest into South Australia. It turns
south at Morgan for its final 320 kilometres (196 mi), reaching the ocean at Lake Alexandrina.
(Thanks to Wikipedia for these 2 items).
The boat
Paprika is a 10.1m (34’) catamaran with 2 x 300 HP
Suzuki outboards. She is of aluminium plate built in
Tauranga NZ by Alloy Cats.
She sleeps 4, has a mini galley, shower and toilet
with hot water, 2 fridges, a large rear open area with
seating for 10 plus an inside table and bench seat.
She has GPS, depth sounder, radar, auto pilot,
electric winch and BBQ on the stern.
She is a great sea boat, amazingly economical for a
6.5 tonne boat, and cruises very comfortably at 25 –
30 knots.

Paprika

The Crew
The crew were the ‘Intrepids’ (cheekily named due
our so-called ‘intrepid’ trip to Antarctica). Gordon
Esden, Rob Wallis, Jim Brown and Andy Kennard
were all in the hire industry and are now retired.
Gordon owned Prestige Portables and sold to Coates
Hire;’ Rob Wallis was 2nd generation owner of St
George Hire which was sold to Coates; Jim Brown
was CEO of Coates; Andy Kennard is the 2nd
generation owner of Kennards Hire.

The ‘Intrepids’ – Andy, Rob, Gordon, Jim
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We have made 17 trips together, from the Whitsundays to
Tasmania in Paprika and Andy’s earlier catamaran, Vivace.
We also have travelled by light aircraft around parts of
Australia and boated around the Abrolhos Islands in WA
with another ex-hire man, Terry Crommelin. We also took
Paprika to the Bay of Islands in NZ when we first acquired it.
In early 2016 the Intrepids were discussing what would be
our next trip and I told them of my ambition to travel the
length of the Murray – the 3rd longest navigable waterway
in the world! We then set a rough timetable.
Barry Neil

Barry Neil, a long-term family friend, from the earliest
mention was keen to pursue this trip. He found the books
and websites and did a lot of research. Barry recommended
we do a reconnoitre of the river.
Duncan Christie is Cam Kennard’s father-in-law and has
travelled with us on a previous boat trip on the Great Barrier
Reef. Duncan joined us on the trip from Swan Hill to
Mildura.
Duncan Christie

Planning – Our Reconnoitre
Thursday 12/7 – Barry and Andy flew into Wagga (and visited Kennards of course) then drove to
Barooga where we thought we could launch Paprika.
The land was green all the way – Irish, bright green after the heavy rain. Beautiful and rare to see it
like this.
We followed the river as closely as possible and stopped at bridges we would pass under, calling
Councils and speaking to locals as we went and generally learning any tricks and care to take to
avoid problems. We visited Alan at Lock 26 at the Torrumbarry weir to see a lock first hand. We
could not get to the river to see the ’Narrows’ or the ‘Bitch and pups’, being 2 sections we were
warned about.
We also visited Greg Bisogni from Babcon Cranes and Hire, and
Stuart and Raelene King from Swan Hill Hire who helped us
enormously on our trip.
Alan advised the flow was 5 – 10 Megalitres (Ml) at the time.
At the peak in September/October it reached 204 Ml at
Tocumwal!
He also advised us lock 15 was being returned into the river
after renovation in the near future. This could prevent boats
passing through.
We were looking down into the river at the various towns. We
noted the clearances of the bridges which looked sufficient for
us to pass through.
The river was to be very different for our trip.
Eventually the trip was over 3 legs; Tocumwal to Swan Hill;
Swan Hill to Mildura and Mildura to the Mouth and on to
Adelaide.
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A sign on our reconnoitre

We planned the trip to be able to pass under the
Tocumwal and Barooga rail bridges which were the only
non-opening low bridges on the Murray. Due to a lot of
rain the river was rising and we were keeping an eye on
the levels using the Murray Darling River Basin Authority’s
excellent website (www.MDBA.nsw.gov.au) to ensure we
would be able pass under these 2 bridges.
The book, River Murray Charts (MRC) by Maureen Wright
is the bible for the Upper Murray down to Renmark SA.
We used this for planning in detail and three days before
we were due to depart Sydney we calculated we would
have sufficient clearance for these bridges.
Getting fuel was going to be a problem. There are very
few places to refuel on the river from a fuel pump, so we
calculated where we would have to cart and refill from
jerry cans.
We received a lot of good information from Ken
Montgomery at Murray River Houseboats in Echuca about
the river conditions.
We drove on to Mildura and dined at Stefanos. This is a
renowned restaurant in Mildura. It is more than a
restaurant being part of the old Grand Hotel occupying a
Our excellent charts book
whole block with many cafes and restaurants.
Next day we flew back to Sydney.
The trip
Thursday 8/9
Unfortunately, due to timing, the 'Intrepids' could not be together for the entire trip. In our
retirement, we are all too busy!!
The starting crew was Barry, Rob and Andy.
We drove down in Neil Wallis’s 4WD anxious and excited to get going.
Again, the land all the way down to the river was a beautiful bright green.

Loading in Pittwater
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The trip starting date
Friday 9/9 Barooga to Tocumwal 30 kms
The trip didn't start off as planned. We trucked the boat from Sydney with Mark Anderson from BT
Transport down to Cobram Vic.

Paprika arriving at Barooga

Unloading into the river

Greg Bisogni from Babcon Cranes and Hire craned it off between trees dropping a few dead
branches on the boat as it swung around. We parked
Neil’s 4WD in Greg’s yard. We’d have to get back to it
somehow.
Greg lowered it into the river, we released the lifting
straps, boarded and headed off in the rain.
We motored gently downstream and only just passed
under the Cobram Bridge. We were expecting to have
more clearance. Was this an indicator of what was
ahead?
In the three days prior to our departure, the river had
risen by a metre in the 3 days since we had looked at it,
due to large releases from the Hume reservoir.
We passed under the Tocumwal road bridge, but the
river was so high we missed clearing the Tocumwal rail
bridge by about 700 mm.

Cobram Bridge

What to do? The truck had gone, the crane had gone and
we couldn't take Paprika out of the river again. We rang
Greg and asked if he could crane it from one side to the
other side of the railway bridge, but unfortunately that is
illegal.
We had seen a pontoon on our way down river at
Tocumwal so we headed back upstream and tied up to it.
Normally this is accessible from the carpark which was
now 2 metres underwater.
Paprika at Tocumwal pontoon
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The best thing we could do was to get
in the dinghy and row the hundred
metres to shore and of course, go to
the pub.
We had an outboard motor for the
dinghy but it was playing up. After 2
trips rowing against the current we
refreshed the fuel and the outboard
started and saved us having to row
against the 2.3 knot current.
Whilst tying up the boat with double
ropes and double fenders to ensure she
would be safe we felt a ‘bump’. We
found a large log wedged between our
hulls. We could do nothing to remove it Barry and Andy struggling against the flow
against the current and decided to
leave it to the next day.
In the pub, we had a few drinks and got chatting with some locals who told us it was a council
pontoon. The next day we rang and they said it was fine for us to leave it there. We had no idea it
would be 8 weeks before we could return to recommence our adventure.
We had catered for a week for 3 blokes for our first leg to Swan hill – cryovac-packed meat,
vegetables, fruit, milk, cheeses, biscuits and all sorts of food. So, we had to remove the fresh food.
We had met a nice local in the pub, Laurie McQueen who was willing to keep an eye on the boat
while we were away. He was happy to have the food. We ate in the pub and slept our first night on
board.
To remove the log next day, we decided to back the boat up-river against the current. We left the
safety of the pontoon, gave it full reverse throttle and the log dislodged. It was a big log and we did
not want to meet it again at speed downriver.
So, our start was aborted after 1 hour, 30 km of river travel and another 9 hours of road travel.
The river was 100 – 150m wide at Tocumwal. What sort of omen was it for this large log to float
down the river, under the pontoon in exactly the spot to lodge between our 2 hulls?
Were the river gods against us?

The log that jammed between the hulls
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Friday 16/9 Tocumwal
We flew down to check it out as we were concerned about Paprika after such a time lag.- Tocumwal
has a good airfield as it’s a good gliding area. I was "talked" into chartering a jet - a beautiful 4 seat
Cessna Citation Mustang from Navair. We flew at 31,000 ft. for the 1¼ hour flight. As we had a spare
seat Neil Wallis came for the ride.
We got a lift out to the boat from Mark Dickson,
who had brought his boat down from Barooga.
With the river risen another metre Paprika was
now more than 100 metres from shore. We
adjusted the lines and added 2 more fenders for
safety. She had ridden the waters well but with
the river still rising at a fast rate, we had to
ensure she was safe from the unknown future
river level.
The flow from the Hume reservoir peaked at
76,000 Megalitres/day on the 6th October, and
the river at Tocumwal rose from 5.34m to 7.35m.
We needed it to fall 2.8m to pass under THE
bridge.

Our luxury transport to check on the boat

Paprika was at the Pontoon for 8 weeks.
Trip #2 Tocumwal to Swan Hill
Saturday 5/11 Tocumwal to Picnic Point 94 kms
Finally, the river was low enough for us to start our trip proper.
Rob, Barry and Andy chartered a Chieftain propjet – cheaper, slower but with a bigger payload. It
took 3 hours into a strong headwind.
Laurie collected us from the airport again. This time we brought a big load – food for a week, the
rubber ducky, our 3 bags and a Stihl battery pole chain saw (held outside the car window) all in his
commodore. The chain saw was in case we had to cut a log barring our way.
Laurie contacted Leigh Dickson from Barooga who brought down his tinnie and ferried us and our
gear to the boat.
It would have been laborious in our 2-man dinghy! Thanks, Leigh.
We learnt that Mildura would be flooded and they would be moving all the houseboats to safer
moorings up the Darling. This changed our plans and we decided to stop at Swan Hill and leave the
boat there until we could moor at Mildura.
The boat was a mess - dead mozzies everywhere we had left a couple of windows partially open
which meant we had to clean up inside and out.
Many ants were on the boat from climbing the
mooring lines or falling from the trees overhead. We
had these on board for most of the trip. Bird
droppings were all over the boat.
We had been careful to ensure no power was being
used while we were away and the batteries were still
95% charged. With all gear loaded we untied from
the boat-saving pontoon (thanks Wakool Shire
Council) and warily headed down to THE bridge.
The Tocumwal Bridge which held us up for 8 weeks
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This time we cleared it by 300mm and finally we were off!!
From here all bridges would open on demand and we had been told that all locks were operating or
were open to motor straight through, except lock 11. Lock 11 had been removed from the river for
maintenance and would take a week or 2 to reinstall it. When we rang they confirmed that with the
high water the re-installation was being postponed.
Our luck was turning.
We had been warned logs become dislodged with the high
water so we motored cautiously at first but it did not take
long for our wariness to give way to impatience to use our
600HP and speed up.
There were 1000s of fallen trees. These beautiful River
Redgums, some huge and many of them 100s of years old
had fallen into the river as they lean towards the light and
away from the competition. We were told that due to the
soil around their roots being waterlogged and that the
trees sucked up huge amounts of water after years of
drought made them top heavy and caused them to fall.
They had fallen recently as their leaves were evident
above the water.
At this stage, the river was wide and we could motor
quickly along the short ‘straights’ as the trees left a
passage down the middle. We had to slow and navigate
around them occasionally and slow down for the many
number of tight bends. The map shows how the direction
of the river changes wildly in these upper reaches often
with 30 bends in 20 kms, with many of these bends 180 0s.
This easy motoring was to change in the 'Narrows'.
The fall in the river is 126m from Yarrawonga to the
Mouth - that is approx. 1.5m per 100 kms of river
distance.

A page from the MRC showing our progress
highlighted

Along the entire length there is a board every
2kms showing distance to the mouth. These
are mounted on trees on the riverbank and
always on the NSW side. However, many were
missing – over 50% - and some half under
water.
To know where we were on the chart we
decided one of us should mark it with a
highlighter as we went. With so many bends it
was easy to lose our place when we missed
highlighting some distance. Using the compass
helped us find our location on the map.

Distance marker
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We passed between the Barmah National Park forest and the Murray River National Park where the
forests of Redgums were magnificent. The water had flooded through the forest as far as the eye
could see. A wonderful soaking for the trees.

Flooding through the Barmah Forest

Being at river bank level we had views to each side and could see the forests, farms, native and
grazing animals. Disappointingly there were not many native animals or much birdlife visible along
the river. But we saw some wild brumbies, kangaroos and an emu or two.
We could see the damage caused to property – picnic areas, boat jetties and pontoons all under
water. We deduced this is a graveyard for old caravans.
There are some lovely beaches in this area obviously well used when the river is lower.
On the NSW side development is allowed right
up to the river bank, whereas the Victorian side
has a setback of 60 metres.
The border is on the Victorian side so the river
is totally in NSW down to the South Australian
border.
Our first night we moored up to a landing at the
Picnic Point caravan park (1789).
This caravan park is virtually at river level but
never floods. Why? The floodwaters spread
through the forests upstream and the ‘Narrows’
restricts the flow and preventing the huge flows
at Picnic Point.
Moored at Picnic Point
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A $5 hot shower was welcome and we carted 140l of fuel 75 metres from pump to boat. This
decision was thanks to Barry's insistence which turned out to be a good safety measure as fuel on
the river in NSW and Victoria is badly lacking. The reason for this is the tough regulations set by
environmental concerns. However, from our experiences refilling from jerry cans with great care can
have spills as much as refuelling from fuel pumps.
Sunday 6/11 Picnic Point to Deep Creek Marina 130 kms

Fallen trees blocking our way in the Narrows

The next 'challenge' was to navigate the 'Narrows' (1780).
The trees here crisscrossed the river and often overlapped which required some dexterous steering
by Barry. We were slowed to 2 - 3 knots for most of it and once were stopped by a large tree trunk
across our path. The hulls slid over it but not the outboards. We stopped and raised them and
pushed ourselves over. It could have been an occasion to use our chain saw but we could depress
the branch with our 'prodder'. (We made this implement in case we had to push off a sand bank Ha, Ha, mostly the river was over 4m deep).
The Barmah road bridge (1762) is high and allowed our trip to continue. Our heading was varying
enormously from North East to West to South. From here we were heading in a south-easterly
direction for 10 kms! At 1730, the Goulburn River joins the Murray from Victoria.
We arrived at Echuca (1714) and tied up at the Murray Houseboats marina while we went for a
coffee. Nice town and busy tourist place. Echuca has the largest fleet of paddle wheelers in the
world, both large commercial and privately owned with quite a few historic steam-driven boats.
The Echuca bridge is 15m high so no delays in getting to Deep Creek 'Marina' (1660).
This development of townhouses, a supermarket and the pub was started by 5 local families. As a
development it has not worked, with the townhouses not selling and the supermarket closed. But
thank goodness for the pub!
We moored up to the fuel pump jetty - but no fuel available. We decided to have a drink before
settling in for the night.
The 2 local officers of the force were there with their wives and friends and very friendly. When they
learned of our trip and our backgrounds we started on quite a few rounds. They were party people
and great fun. After dark, we all parted - they drove home!!!!!!! And we just had to navigate our way
to the boat 75 m away!
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Crazy, friendly people at Deep Creek Marina

This marina has 100 or so houseboats moored and could have been a substantial business.
We learned much about the local economy from these lovely people. A new industry has developed
with large hay bales compacted to ¼ size, loaded into a container and shipped to Russia!
We learned about Blackwater. This occurs mostly during flooding when the waters enter a lagoon
and stagnate, the tannins from the Eucalypts remove the oxygen and as the Blackwater re-enters the
river the fish can’t breathe and many die. Fortunately, the exotic fish (mostly carp) are affected more
than the natives.

Deep Creek Marina
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Monday 7/11 Deep Creek Marina to Bahram 136 kms
We cleaned up the mozzies and gnats and headed off. At 1649 the National Channel heads off west.
This is a haven for paddlers as no power boats venture down it.

Approaching Torrumbarry Weir

Entering Lock 26

The Torrumbarry weir and lock 26 was our first to pass through. Alan the friendly lockmaster
believed all locks were open to pass straight through downstream. Alan chatted as we lowered the
500 - 600mm This weir holds water for irrigation into Victoria.
Continuing, we passed many lagoons now full and with much bird life.
We arrived at Barham (1524) early and after checking out various trees to tie up to and moor off, we
decided to use the viewing platform – it has a short length to hang off, but the river kept us steady,
and gave us easy access into the middle of town.
The MRC noted there was petrol here but this was at a service station too far away. We had run out
of water on this leg and with a new jerry can especially for water, we filled the 200l tank on board 10 trips walking from the tap 75 metres away.

Moored at Barham
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Tuesday 8/11 Barham to Swan Hill 114 kms
We had booked the 9.30 Barham bridge opening. Right on time the 3 council officers arrived from
Wakool Shire Council with their generator in a trailer to power the electric winch motor.
Here we passed under the bridge in company with 2 houseboats returning from a trip up stream.
We headed off to Gonn Crossing (1486) just 38 kms downstream at speed, only to hang off a tree
waiting for the 14.30 Murrabit bridge opening.
Again, right on time the same 3 blokes opened it and under we went to Swan Hill.
So much for speed – we joined the 2 houseboats again passing through this bridge.

Barham Bridge

Murrabit Bridge opening

There are many irrigation pumps on both sides of the river. Single pumps, many multiple pumps (up
to 6 at some stations) to irrigate multiple paddocks or multiple owners. Occasionally a huge pump is
positioned instead of multiple pumps.

Pumps all along the river

There are several ferries (punts) along the river from here. These are cable operated and care is
needed to cross their paths safely. They must be stationary at the bank for the cables to be at their
lowest.
The process for alerting the driver is to sound your horn 4 times and at 150m and slow to 4 knots.
When the green light on the punt flashes it is OK to proceed.
There are settlements on the NSW side, mostly farm houses or sheds. Some elaborate new houses
and some original old Australian style, and some badly rundown.
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Dilapidated and new houses

We passed the tributary of the Little Murray River at 1464 which when it re-joins at Swan Hill,
creates Pental island. The Murray narrows here until the Little Murray re-joins at Swan Hill.
The MRC locates many wrecks from old days, mostly paddle wheelers. However we saw none as
they had rotted away or some had been recovered.
We arrived at Swan Hill (1410) and
‘checked in’ at the Murray Downs
‘Marina’.
It’s hard to compare this to the marinas
we know in Sydney. This pond has been
excavated and opened to the river, but is
really just a backwater and is home to
huge swarms of mozzies.
We nosed into the bank and tied up with 4
lines like the other dozen or so boats.
We had arranged to have dinner with
Stuart and Raelene King from Swan Hill
Hire. They had booked at Java Spice, a nice
Thai restaurant with outside bungalows
Murray Downs 'Marina' with Raelene's car
which was very pleasant to dine under.
They drove us back to the ‘Marina’ and we showed them over our floating castle where the swarms
of mozzies had come out to play. We sprayed the outside of the boat and rushed inside to find some
had found their way in – more spraying.
With lots of personal protection and a final spray we went to bed.
Next morning there was a carpet of dead mozzies and gnats outside, and even more after we
sprayed again.
Raelene had offered to drive us to Mildura next day to catch our 11.50 flight – 2 ½ hours each way!
This was very generous of her to take this time and much appreciated. We learned a lot about the
local economy from our chat on the trip.
Paprika stayed on the ‘marina’ for 3 weeks while we returned home to attend to retired men’s
affairs.
Unfortunately, Rob had a medical problem and missed the rest of the trip.
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Trip#3 Swan Hill to Mildura
Sunday 27/11 Swan Hill
Our crew this section was Jim, Andy and Duncan. Barry wanted to make the whole trip but the
delays meant he missed the Swan Hill to Mildura section. He had either too much business to attend
to or too many golf games arranged.
After departing Bankstown airport, we had to land again as the co-pilot’s door was not closed
correctly. We headed to Wollongong airport at Albion Park Rail to collect Duncan. After take-off,
again we had to land to close the same door.
Our flight to Swan Hill was in a Comanche 6 seat twin - slow, small, tight space and we all arrived
with sore muscles and stiff joints. Duncan was squashed in the rear seat next to all the luggage piled
up which occasionally fell onto him. It was not a good trip for him with his soon-to-be-replaced hip.
Cheap flight, thanks Rob, but not again!
We had now experienced the best and the worst air charter planes.
But flying at 7000’ gave us a close view of the country which had browned off after the Irish green of
the previous trips.
As the plane was returning empty (‘though Barry had decided to fly down and back) we had offered
the plane to Stuart who took his daughter Natalia to Sydney for a couple of days.
Stuart lent us Raelene’s SUV to get to the boat. When we boarded her, we found we had left behind
some cheese and other food which stank after 3 weeks in the heat. We had some shopping to do
and put this awful smelling plastic bag into the back of Raelene’s car and then into the supermarket
rubbish bin.
But the smell remained. Something had leaked.
We tried to air it and clean it but could not rid the car of this rank smell.
We handed it back to poor Raelene who had to drive it with this smell (and it is a rental vehicle when
required also) for a couple of days until it got too much. After 2 attempts the carwash people were
able to remove the stench.
Raelene, how could we do this to you after all you had done for us??
Stuart agreed to get one of his blokes to refuel the boat. He ended up having a big event on this
weekend and could not spare anyone so ended up refilling it himself – 560 l by jerry can! That’s 28
cans to fill, carry up the steep plank and empty – the inventor of the ‘Jiggler’ syphoning system
needs accolades.
Stuart then cleaned the boat with a pressure washer to remove the leaves, gumleaf stains and bird
droppings – it was a mess.
Stuart, we cannot thank you enough for this massive solo effort.
We left to dine in Swan Hill fighting the mozzies near the ‘Marina’ but as we walked into town they
dissipated.

Natalia and Stuart King
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Monday 28/11 Swan Hill to Boundary Bend 182 kms
We headed off to make the booked 09.30
Swan Hill bridge opening. We missed
clearing this bridge closed, by just
200mm. Again, the same 3 blokes arrived
on time – and off we set towards Mildura.
By coincidence the 2 houseboats had
caught up over the 3 weeks and passed
through with us. But we sped off. We had
arranged the 14.30 Nyah bridge (1351)
opening which after only 57 kms we had
another 3½ hours to wait. On time again,
this reliable and easy bridge service was
arranged through the Wakool Council. We
met the 2 houseboats again here – why
did we rush?
Swan Hill Bridge

Continuing onto Tooleybuc (1320) for the
09.30 bridge opening next day, we found
we could squeeze under it with 300mm to
spare. After cancelling the opening, we
were happy to make up time, travelling
92 kms to spend the night at Boundary
Bend (1228). This was discovered by
Captain Charles Sturt in 1830 on his trek
down the Murrumbidgee. It is the home
of Cobram Estate olive oil – Australia’s
largest producer. A few times we were
able cut off some distance by sneaking
through cuttings which create river short
cuts.
These are only navigable in high water.

Just clearing Tooleybuc Bridge

Boundary Bend (1228)
We tied up into the bank as the jetty was under water – we were
getting used to this – and settled in. We were planning to refuel
here, as the MRC said there was fuel convenient to the river. Well,
200m is not far until you have to carry 17 jerry cans! Jim convinced
the owner to lend us his hand truck which made it bearable. But
they still had to be walked up the plank to the boat and ‘jiggled’ into
the 2 tanks.
At least we were full now.
We were startled to hear gunshots in the early evening and
morning. These were to scare the cockatoos at the fruit groves. The
store owner told us that they need to kill a cocky or 2 before the
birds take any notice.
The mozzies were not too bad here as the river was flowing right
past the boat.
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Totem Pole honouring Archie Connor
– A captain & pro fisherman of
Boundary Bend

Tuesday 29/11 Boundary Bend to Wemen 244 kms
We were nervous about our timetable. Andy had a commitment to be home in Sydney on the 7 th
December. We had over 1200 kms on the river to go plus 250 kms by sea, (assuming we made it
through the Mouth). This meant we had to average 150 kms per day. With bridge openings and
locks this meant many long and fast days.
We enjoyed our first cooked breakfast on board – eggs, salmon, toast and spreads, and real coffee
from the store.
Departing Boundary Bend we were to pass over the ‘Bitch and Pups’, a section of the river with
many snags, rocks and narrow passages.
I was looking forward to this challenge but when I awoke we were 30 kms past it and I was told we
sped through at 30 knots. I was writing up the trip journal and dozed off (as I am won’t to do
occasionally!). Obviously, there was not much to be missed.
We passed under the high Robinvale/Euston bridge (1124) and the Wakool R. Junction (1118) - a
major tributary.
Lock 15 (1116) was under renovation on our recce trip was ow open so we motored straight
through.
We decided to refuel at Wemen store (1066), which has a service station ‘across the road’. The one
piece of advice not known was the steep bank with no track up to get to the road. We (mostly
Duncan) carried 120l and gave up. The technology at Wemen is; the fuel meter at the pumps does
not register in the store so it was an honour system to tell the girl inside, how much was purchased.

Duncan carrying fuel cans down the bank

Jim refuelling

We moored onto a bank 1 km down from
Wemen Store in a mozzie infested creek area.
We all had a swim here, but the challenge to
swim the 200m across the flowing river was not
accepted. The mention of tiger snakes which
swim well, did not help.
We had not seen many willows along the banks
but they were becoming more abundant here.
I had bought a roll of mesh which we finally
installed to keep out the mozzies. The first tape
we used would not hold until we used a better
tape, so a few had to sprayed inside.

Moored down from Wemen in Mozzie central
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Sunrise reflection at Wemen

Jim swimming at Wemen

A cooked dinner on board – Jim’s great on the BBQ
and Duncan on the vegetables.

Wednesday 30/11 Wemen to Mildura 272 kms
I had lodged the boat hard onto the bank and we needed full reverse power to get off.
We changed the GPS to KPH to save regular mental conversions. Now travelling at 45 KPH, the river
is beautifully smooth and has widened and straightened between more gentle bends. The reflections
on the windless water were wonderful.
We have been seeing the river high-water mark on the trees as we headed down. It was 2m above
the river at 1100, but at 1000 it was down to 300mm. We were closing in on the high water fast and
expected to meet it before Mildura.

Wonderful reflections along the river

We passed the 1000 km mark – almost half way.
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More flooding through the forests

The high-water mark was now only 150mm above
the river at (900).
We discovered that refuelling points at Mildura
and Bruce’s Bend were flooded and we had to
make the Old Customs House at Border Cliffs (636)
as the next refuel point – that’s 600 kms from
Boundary Bend, where we last had a full tank.
That’s close to our fuel distance limit.
There was more evidence the flood damage had
caused – bogged and flooded 4WDs, caravans
Water level 2m higher upriver of Boundary Bend
stranded, and many fallen trees again. The
inundation was widespread.
The farmers having had previous floods and problems now have the pumps and motors high on the
bank with long inlet pipes for when the river is low.
By drifting the GPS showed the river speed just 1.7 KPH here. The river was wider and straighter.
At 904 Kms we passed one of the house boats we had met at Swan Hill, Barmah and Gonn Crossing
Bridges. They had had an accident when they lost their steering and hit a tree which wiped out their
superstructure. Not good for a new boat. The weather turned with light rain and a strong wind – the
first water chop we had had.

Multi irrigation pump station

Houseboat with damaged superstructure
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As we neared Mildura the quality of riverfront
houses improved. Large and modern homes
with elaborate gardens and lawns down to the
river. Most had jetties and picnic areas which
were now under water.
We wondered what they would be like at low
water – 3 - 4 metres lower.
Arriving at Mildura (886) at 12.30 we had time
to find a place to moor. The marina is normally
excellent, with fuel, a café and overnight
Nice houses near Mildura

jetties. This was now closed due to flooding
and we passed under the bridge and pulled up
to a bank on a nice lawn. We were quickly told
to move on by security. He was very strict on
this, but said his shift finished at 4pm and he
did not care after that!! This area was a nice
public riverside parkway, but with the flooding
it was fenced off.
Down river 100m we found a bank between
paddle wheelers with good trees either side
and drove into the bank. As we were here for 2
nights we needed a secure mooring. We were a
5-minute walk to the centre of town – an ideal
location.

Moored at Mildura

Again, we dined at Stefanos.
They have a fixed 5 course degustation with recommended wines. But Duncan bought a bottle of
‘Coates’ wine especially for Jim who was leaving the next day.
It was great to have Jim and Duncan – both hard workers and both liked a tidy boat.
We 3 ageing and hobbling blokes were a rickety crew, but great company and good boat hands.
Thursday 1/12 in Mildura
Near us on the bank was a ‘container’ coffee house. This was adapted from a 40’ shipping container
and fitted out with a small kitchen, leading out onto a grassy setting with tables and chairs. We
frequented this during our stay and refilled our water from their tap. Again, a good 100m walk to fill
200l, thanks Duncan.
Duncan and I spent the free day around town and visited the flooded marina to be told to buzz off in
clear terms. There were still some houseboats remaining but most had been moved up the Darling
river at Wentworth (832), 50 kms away. We dined at the Mildura Brewery, a part of the Stefano’s
complex.
Friday 2/12 in Mildura
We had a change of crew – Duncan left on the 11.50 flight and Gordon and Barry arrived on the
14.30.
We dined at Stefanos – my 3rd visit, thankfully the degustation menu was changed.
We realised we had passed the high flood level as the river was falling and twice we had to extend
the lines and reverse the motors to loosen it off the bank.
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Trip #3 Mildura to the Mouth and Adelaide
Saturday 3/12 Mildura to Border Cliffs 226 kms
We had a lot of motoring to do and departed early.
Lock 11 was open for us to motor through.
We wanted to head up the Darling (832), because it
was there. In just 1 km, we passed under the
Wentworth bridge, again with little clearance, and
then returned to the Murray.
The MRC gives navigation to 50 kms up the Darling,
but unfortunately we did not have the time to go
Just clearing the Wentworth Bridge on the Darling
further. We passed through Lock 10 downriver from
River
the Darling tributary.
We passed the 800 mark at 10.20 at Anabranch creek
which flows between the Darling and Murray rivers
and ends up at Menindee, 500 kms away.
We saw some wineries and orchards on the Victorian
side and much inundation on both sides.
But the locals do not call this flood we were witnessing
as bad. The highest recorded is the 1956 flood which
was some 2 metres higher.
We departed early to catch the 9.30 bridge at
Abbotsford/Euston (846). Again we were able to pass
under with 300-400mm clearance so cancelled the
opening and passed through locks 9 (771), 8 (732) and
7 (703).
The river was widening and straightening more so we
could maintain 45 KPH, which at 4000 RPM gave good
fuel consumption at around 1.6 litres per kilometre.
We arrived at the Old Customs House (640) at Border
Cliffs and tied up between houseboats and refuelled
from a pump – what luxury as we needed 679l. We
stayed overnight but with bad mozzies.

Confluence of the Murray and Darling Rivers

Flooded on the Darling

Sunday 4/12 Border Cliffs to Morgan 316 kms
We crossed into South Australia at 640 and sped to catch the Paringa bridge (564) at Renmark. We
arrived early at Renmark desperate for a good coffee and tied up to a wharf ahead of the ‘Industry’,
a 1908 steam paddle wheeler maintained by volunteers and financially self-sufficient from hosting
50 events p.a. We found the closest coffee house in town, then downstream hung off a tree in the
river and had time for a cooked breakfast after passing under the 9.30 bridge opening. Our deadline
meant we had to press ahead and decided to make Morgan (320) that night giving a 316km day. This
meant we would pass 3 x 100 km distance marks in the day. A big day of 7 hours motoring.
The first appearance of ‘cliff’ country shows at (790), below the Abbotsford Bridge. These vary in
length, height and geology with various strata levels.
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Cliffs along the river for 650 kms

They continue for 650 kms down to near Mannum (144), but are prevalent around Blanchetown
(274) where the cliffs were becoming grander and extend for 2 kms and maybe 50m high with
differing geology. This varies from stratified levels of different colours (none of us know geology to
describe it further). The colours of mostly red and cream change to greys in some places. Many have
recesses in the cliff faces where birds nest.
Most of the cliffs are at a sharp river bend which required slowing substantially.
In SA the number and size of pumping stations increased to water the thirsty South Australians. They
have virtually no dams and rely on the Murray heavily. If they can get low cost energy supplying
desalination plants, this will ease the environmental burden on the whole length of the Murray.
We passed straight through the next 5 locks - lock 6 (620), lock 5 (562), under the high bridge at Berri
(526), lock 4 (516), under the Kingston on Murray Bridge (440), lock 3 (430) and lock 2 (362). We felt
a few light bumps of logs on the hulls, enough to keep us awake.
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Monday 5/12 Morgan to Goolwa 310 kms
At lock 1 (274) we emptied our toilet tank at the
effluent pumping station before entering the lock
and lowering only 150mm.
The lock master Daniel told us to go to THE café at
Swan Reach (246) where we would get the best
coffee. The fact that Mandy the Barista was his
wife meant we could tell her we heard she is the
most beautiful girl in town!
We passed under numerous overhead powerlines
all with plenty of clearance along the route.
Besides these cliffs and many punts, the river itself Lock 1
became boring – longer straights with gentle
bends and mostly flat country except at the cliffs.
We were on a mission to travel quickly and get to
the mouth by the 6th.
We pushed into the bank at Morgan (320) below
the disused railway station. Morgan had been a
substantial transport hub with the railway line
terminating here following the demise of river
transport.
There are many houses, mostly empty which
looked like weekenders, being just 2 hours from
Adelaide. Mannum at just 1 ¼ hours and Murray
At Swan Reach
Bridge 1 hour are also popular spots from
Adelaide.
Monday 5/12 Morgan to Goolwa – 310 kms.
We departed Morgan at 6.45, passed through Blanchetown ((274), and places we’d not heard of –
Nildottie, Walkers Flat, Purnong, Bow Hill then Mannum (151) and on to Murray Bridge (112) where
we refuelled downstream at Long Island marina (109). Phew! Pump availability! She took 789l which
is into our reserve level, plus topped up our water. But now we had enough fuel to make Adelaide.
We again passed 3 x 100 km distance markers today.
We departed early pm and entered Lake
Alexandria (72). Lake Alexandrina
provides for sailing, windsurfing, powerboating and water-skiing, fishing and
swimming, and is a playground for
Adelaideans.
LA is shallow and we had around 2
metres depth across much of it. The
barrages maintain this level. What
would it be like before the barrages
were installed? Salt water would flood in
Lake Alexandrina
at high tides, but at low tides and low
river flow, it must have dried up.
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We were directed by 78 channel markers through the lake and back into the Murray. We passed
under the Goolwa Bridge (10) and into the marina at Hindmarsh Island. It was a luxury to have a
floating marina with clean facilities and hot showers! We dined at ‘The Landing’ at the marina.
Hindmarsh Island had the controversy of the ‘secret women’s business’;
A proposed bridge to Hindmarsh Island,
near Goolwa, South Australia (intended to replace
the existing cable ferry and service a
proposed marina development) attracted
opposition from many local residents,
environmental groups and indigenous leaders.
"Secret Women's Business", as the group's claims
became known, became the subject of intense legal
battles. Some Ngarrindjeri women came forward to
dispute the veracity of the claims. The Hindmarsh
Hindmarsh Island Marina

Island Royal Commission found that "secret
women's business" had been fabricated.
Thanks to Wikipedia.

Tuesday 6/12 Hindmarsh Island to the Mouth 10 kms
We departed early to make the
booked 7.30 lock opening at the
Goolwa barrage and to use the high
tide for more depth exiting the
mouth.
This is one of the permanent
barrages that keep the salt water
out of Lake Alexandrina and the
lower Murray. This continues to be
controversial as salt water would
enter LA naturally without mans’
interference.
Barrage at Goolwa with Pelicans

Now we were to face the Mouth.
We had heard very few people head out through the mouth. The waters can be dangerous, and the
waves can be huge coming off the great Southern Ocean from as far away as Antarctica. We had
spoken to the president of the Marine Rescue at Goolwa, Bob Stubbs. He told us to expect 400 –
500m of white water. We spoke to the Sea Safety officer at Marine Rescue Victor Harbour, Pat
Sparks who advised us he would not take his 2 tonne boat out the Mouth. The Surf club had offered
to be on standby. We had the phone numbers for the SA water police. We felt we had good back up
in case of………………… We donned our lifejackets which is essential practice across any bar.
We had kept our eye on the weather and it was mild with seas up to 1.5m. However, waves can be
40% higher than forecast and the water from the river now in flood racing out against the incoming
waves caused the waves to increase further.
We did not know what to expect.
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We slowly headed down the Coorong
from the barrage and stopped inside the
mouth to observe the waves outside.
There were sand bars everywhere. We
were looking for a channel of deeper
water where no waves were breaking.
We saw one or 2 but these changed and
became broken water. We could find no
clear channel to follow.
At 8.15, with our nerves on edge we
made the decision to head straight out.
We had aimed to head out between
‘sets’ of 3 or 4 large waves which
generally occur between smaller wave
sets.
Gingerly we nosed into the gentle beach
waves and slowly worked our way into
deeper water. As the waves increased in
size we gave a little power to rise over
them.
Suddenly our bow turned to port.
Not heading straight into the wave is
the most dangerous situation as a
sideways boat can roll if hit by a wave and a wave was approaching. With
Murray River Mouth
more power and a fast turn of the
wheel we made it straight into the wave.
Then a set arrived. We could not turn around, it is critical to keep moving forward to maintain
steerage. We were holding on tight – white knuckles probably, but no one was looking – and as the
next wave hit us I gave it more power and over we went. All OK.
As the bow came down we could see a huge unbroken wave right upon us.
There was nothing to do but give it full power. The steepness of the wave and the burst of speed
meant we went through the wave – literally. About 300mm of water went right over the boat.
We were blind. All we could see was dirty water on the windscreen.
Quickly we turned on the windscreen wipers which cleared it after 2 or 3 wipes and we could
see………another big unbroken wave approaching. We gunned it again and rose up the face for what
seemed ages, wondering how far the bow could lift. The boat reached the lip of the wave and
crashed down onto the back of it.
We could see we were passed the breaking waves and now had large but rolling waves ahead of us.
We gunned it to ensure no rogue wave arrived and did not relax until we were well clear.
We have no photos of the Mouth or the trip out – we were more than occupied.
We congratulated ourselves on making it through the Mouth. Few do it. It was a high adrenaline
piece. In hindsight it now seemed easy. At the time we were not relaxed.
We also recapped on boating whole navigable Murray – 1920 kms and through the Mouth – we give
it the respect it deserves with a Capital ‘M’.
We were disappointed that the trip ended up being rushed. Our original plan was to take it easy,
stopping more often and getting to know some locals. Our plan was to motor for a week or so,
return to Sydney for commitments and then continue on our trip.
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But it was a great adventure and fabulous to see the Murray country from the river, and especially in
flood where we saw over the banks the whole way.
Tuesday 6th the Mouth to Adelaide est. 250 kms
Mouth to Glenelg
We still had 250 kms to get to Adelaide on
Wednesday 7th to meet the truck to take Paprika
home.
Victor Harbor is close to the Mouth and we had
heard it is popular to Adelaideans. However there
is virtually no harbour. There is a causeway joining
Granite Island to the mainland. Our chart showed
shallow water inside the causeway, so we idled up
to it with engines raised to the maximum.
We found we were in water just 300mm deep and
the props became entangled with weed. After
removing this we headed to and around Cape Jervis
and up the McLaren Vale coast. The seas were
Outside the Murray along the SA Coast
smooth inside Kangaroo island and we could make
25 knots (we changed back to knots outside the
Mouth).
We were looking for a place to stay overnight but
the likely marinas or harbours were too far from
Adelaide for our early boat loading and we headed
to Glenelg which has a visitor’s jetty right in town.
We enjoyed a nice dinner at Il Capriccio sitting next
to Barry’s idea of a Gillian Triggs look-alike.

Moored at Glenelg visitors berth

Wednesday 7th Glenelg to Adelaide
We enjoyed our short stay in Glenelg and
understand how it is a favourite place for tourists
and residents, being close to Adelaide.
On entering Adelaide harbour there is a long set of
leads marking the shipping entry channel. When we
were inside the harbour we saw a lot of industry
along the foreshore including some disused power
stations (part of the SA power supply problems?).
The Adelaide Marina has excellent facilities and
Jason the manager was very helpful in refuelling
(450l) Paprika promptly and, with the travel lift
loaded it onto the waiting truck, organised by Tom
and Mark Anderson of Boat Transport.

Loading onto the truck to Sydney

Paprika arrived home safely into Sydney harbour City Marina from where Andy drove it to Pittwater.
She had performed with hardly a hitch for the trip, but was overdue for service and some antifoul
touch up. The autopilot was broken – we assume from the large log we had hit in the Upper Murray.
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Another great adventure.
What’s next??

Some information on the trip
 Trip length from Barooga to the Mouth – 1916 kms.
 Fuel used on the trip - 3280 l.
 Engine hours - 70.
 Estimate of consumption Incl to Adelaide) – 1.6l/km.
 Motoring days (excluding the first) – 13.
 Average Kms per day – 147 kms (includes 2 days over 300 kms each).
 3 Locks entered and lowered out of 14. 11 we drove straight through.
 Amazingly we encountered only 2 boats, our houseboats, travelling the river with an
occasional speed boat and local paddle wheeler.
Andy Kennard
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